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Excel Pre-University College is a unit of Infinity Learning Foundation, Kuvettu village, Guruvayanakere, 

Belthangady Taluk, D.K, Karnataka. Our institution has a rich legacy of success stories of students over 

the past nine years in PUC Science stream. The concept of our PU college grew out of our Excel Coaching 

Centre, Ujire established in 2013. It is incepted with the major aim of enabling students to attain success 

in Karnataka PUC board exams and competitive entrance exams like NEET, JEE, CET, NDA etc., for their 

easy admissions into the trending modern vocational courses like medical and engineering. We make 

it possible by laying a very strong curricular foundation in the minds of students and by fostering the 

necessary competitiveness among them. Apart from that, we have the commitment of igniting patriotism 

and cultural sensibility in the young minds through regular cultural events in the campus. Thus, Excel PU 

College has a genuine concern of creating a conducive academic and cultural environment for its students 

to bring the best out of them. 

Our Excel PU College had the initial student strength of 257 and now it has crossed 1000 within a couple 

of years. This is a testament to the level of trust Excel has developed among the parents and students 

by recording an overall result of 99.6% and 4th rank in the state in its very first batch in II PUC annual 

examination April-May 2022. We are passionate about innovative and effective modern teaching-learning 

methods. We believe that success in Pre-University education can be attained through effective teaching 

and regular motivation to students for their preparation and updation on a daily basis. Excel institute 

has a very strong team of dedicated faculties who have vast experience of teaching in various reputed 

institutions. They have been inspiring and enlightening teachers and mentors to thousands of students 

since the beginning of their career.  We facilitate the best learning environment for their preparation for 

board exams and competitive exams. We assure that the students studying in excel PU college will excel 

not only in academics but also in life.

Excel PU College is a unique arena of naturally rich and panoramic landscape having a vast lake 

right in front of it and serene surroundings for disturbance free studies. It has a co-education system with 

separate residential facilities for boys and girls. Learning is a special experience when curious students and 

enthusiastic teachers work together. Excel PU college is the right place to realise such unique experience 

of studying. Supportive teaching faculties, timely guidance, quality infrastructure, top class laboratories, 

library, calm atmosphere and naturally rich landscape make the whole campus a learning heaven for 

students and enable them to fully involve in their academic activities.
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